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4、基于 ASP.NET 技术，结合 Microsoft SQL Server 2014 关系型数据库，

























As people living standard unceasing enhancement, people's life quality is also 
put forward higher requirements, intelligent village is under the background of the 
fast into the vision of people's lives. As an important part of intelligent village 
informatization system, power management and control play a ensuring the safety of 
electricity, the role of saving electricity. This topic in intelligent residential area 
power management as the research object, discuss its design and development plan. 
Paper work content includes: 
1. Based on the detailed analysis of the business process and the functional 
requirements, design the function of the overall system structure, software 
architecture and network architecture, and presents the design of system data table 
and relationship. 
2. Detailed design, the basic data management module, the module for the 
normal operation of the power management function to provide data support and 
related configuration, including controlled equipment management, the control unit, 
controlled associated creation, controlled associated maintenance DengZi module. 
3. Detailed design of the power control and power maintenance management 
module, the module provides the user with the function of the remote viewing and 
control power supply applications, and to achieve the family power failure repair 
service and information processing, mainly including power remote control, power 
status view, power failure, power failure handling DengZi module for repairing 
service. Thesis focuses on the realization of power control method based on mobile 
terminal. 
4. Based on ASP.NET technology, combined with Microsoft SQL Server 2014 
relational database, use the Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 development platform to 















management module of code implementation, and from two aspects of function and 
performance test the correctness of the system. 
Thesis discussed intelligent community power management system realized 
based on the mobile end power management and based on the combination of the 
traditional to the PC based data maintenance, life for people bring convenient while, 
also effectively improves the safety of household electricity. At present, the system 
has been running in a certain area, and stable running. 
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